Harry Potter Series Inspires Actress Anna
Ringo to Publish Tale of the Great Falls
December 08, 2016
Anna L. Ringo, a recognized actress and poet with love for the Harry Potter Series by JK Rowling,
was inspired to write "Tale of the Great Falls". The book is set to go live December 2016. Available
Amazon and is expected to become a big hit with fans of the Fantasy world.
More information on the book can be found here: See Tale of the Great Falls.
Tale of the Great Falls? was written with the aim in mind to provide magical adventures and strange
worlds for the ever burgeoning children's fantasy market .There's also particular excitement about this
launch because it is the authors much anticipated first release.
Tale of the Great Falls sets its main focus on a magical portal in a hidden castle leads three orphans
to another world. The trio encounter many misadventures along the way. Giant river monsters nearly
engulf their canoe, forcing them ashore in the wild jungle. The guardians of the world below allow the
trio to take flight on the backs of their prized possessions: flying horse creatures called Starwingqus.
After being chased by a dragon out of the ruins of an ancient, through a treacherous jungle, they take
shelter beneath a giant talking mushroom named Clyde, who guards the trio from the peril that lies
within the dunes of light and darkness.
Those are just a few of the adventures on the trio’s scintillating journey, and fantastical experiences
open up a new world of surprising secrets which ultimately lead them to the discovery of their true
destiny. The book's cover art was also created by Anna and Tale of the Great Falls is being released
by Amazon.

Anna has a background in acting and writing and training big cats at the Tiger Preservation Center, a
sanctuary for abused and unwanted exotic cats. This illustrious background and especially her love
for the Harry Potter Series helped shape the creation of her book. Anna added when she was asked
asked about the growing anticipation for it`s launch, "I am excited to share a new fantastic magical
world of fantasy/adventure - for fantasy lovers of all kinds."
When asked about why she wrote the book, Ringo said, “ Ever since I was a little girl, my imagination
has always run wild with my own tales of magical worlds filled with fantasy and adventure.“ Anna
continued. Kids and even adults once infected by the reading bug often will pour through everything
they can find and actually run out of exciting new reading material. I have taken it upon myself to give
them some new places to go and new adventures to have"?
Ringo has hopes that the book will bring some joy to the world and do well. “I hope to entertain, and
to inspire dreaming and imagination in anyone who reads my work. I also hope to turn this book into a
film.” Anna stated.
The author made a point of thanking her parents who always encouraged her individuality as well as
following her dreams.
Those interested in learning more about the book may visit Amazon.com.
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